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P f re ace 
Linear algebra is one of the basic subjects of mathematics. It is 
fundamental in pure mathematics, computer science, and the applications 
of mathematics to other disciplines. 
Although centuries old, the subject is now in a stage of important 
growth. Part of this growth occurs bt~cause linear algebra plays a central 
role in high-speed computation. Rut a more fundamental reason is that, 
in the expanding world of mathematics and its applications, the simplest 
mathematical descriptions of the interplay between complex phenomena 
arc given by linear relations. 
Linear algebra is thus both a basic subject for scientific education 
and a frontier subject for mathematical research. And both thrse roles 
seem permanently cast by nature. It is’ almost impossible to imagine 
a future of science and mathematics in which the importance of linear 
algebra will be diminished. 
The editors and publishers hope that Lizear illgebra and Its ~~~jdicatiom 
will become the journal of record of important research on theoretical 
and numerical aspects of the subjtx?. The concept of this journal or- 
iginated with A. M. Ostrowski, who also contributed a great share of 
the planning. It is a pleasure to offer in this issue the first results of 
Professor Ostrowski’s wise counsel. 
